Stability test and improvement of hydrogen analyzer with trace reduction detector.
We previously developed an analyzer able to detect hydrogen concentrations of less than 50 cm3/1000 m3. The analyzer uses a carrier gas purifier and a low temperature separation column to remove impurities preventing measurement of low concentrations from the carrier and sample gases. It uses a trace reduction detector with a mercuric oxide bed to detect the concentration of hydrogen based on the reduction reaction of mercuric oxide with hydrogen. We have now evaluated the performance of the analyzer by carrying out a series of tests that measured the spectrum peak and the retention time. We used three sample gases with hydrogen concentrations of 5, 20, and 50 cm3/1000 m3 in nitrogen dilution gas. The measured peak was stable (it was within a relative standard deviation of less than 10%), and there was a linear relationship between the peak and hydrogen concentration. However, the retention time gradually shortened as the measurements were repeated. The shortening was reduced by warming the low temperature separation column used in the analyzer; it was not observed when we used a hydrogen sample gas diluted by helium instead of nitrogen. Using nitrogen as a dilution gas apparently shortens the retention time. We thus added an MS-5A separation column and a thermal conductivity detector. The nitrogen and hydrogen in the sample/carrier gas are separated, and the nitrogen is efficiently removed by switching the pass line to a release line after the hydrogen has been sent to the low temperature separation column. An analyzer using this "after-cut method" was able to stably measure infinitesimal hydrogen concentrations and was not affected by nitrogen in the sample gas.